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Abstra t. Atoms an s atter light and they an also amplify it by stimulated
emission. From this simple starting point, we examine the possibility of realizing
a random laser in a loud of laser- ooled atoms. The answer is not obvious as both
pro esses (elasti s attering and stimulated emission) seem to ex lude one another:
pumping atoms to make them behave as an amplier redu es drasti ally their
s attering ross-se tion. However, we show that even the simplest atom model
allows the e ient ombination of gain and s attering. Moreover, supplementary
degrees of freedom that atoms oer allow the use of several gain me hanisms,
depending on the pumping s heme. We thus rst study these dierent gain
me hanisms and show experimentally that they an indu e (standard) lasing.
We then present how the onstraint of ombining s attering and gain an be
quantied, whi h leads to an evaluation of the random laser threshold. The
results are promising and we draw some prospe ts for a pra ti al realization of a
random laser with old atoms.
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1. Introdu tion: atoms as s atterers and ampliers
Among atom-light intera tions, elasti
pro esses [1℄.

 or Rayleigh  s attering is one of the simplest

It has been known for a long time that in opti ally thi k atomi

vapors, multiple s attering leads to diusion of light, or radiation trapping [2, 3℄.
However, only the progress in laser

ooling and trapping [4℄ allowed the more re ent

demonstration and study of this ee t with only true elasti

s attering, by suppressing

the Doppler-indu ed frequen y redistribution [5, 6, 7℄. Many experiments have also
been performed to study the
medium, espe ially using

oheren e properties of multiply-s attered light in su h a

oherent ba ks attering as a probe [8, 9℄ (see [10, 11, 12, 13℄

for review arti les devoted to this topi ).
Cold atoms have also driven a renewed interest in non linear spe tros opy, as the
suppression of Doppler broadening allows the resolution of narrow spe tral resonan es
in pump-probe spe tros opi

s hemes [14℄.

One example is Raman gain between

Zeeman sublevels [15, 16℄. The idea of building a laser upon this gain followed soon
after its rst observation [17℄. Nevertheless,

old atoms in opti al

avity have been

then mainly used for quantum opti s purposes [18℄ and laser demonstrations with
dierent gain me hanisms are mu h more re ent [19, 20℄.
If one
old atom

ould

ombine both gain and radiation trapping at the same time in a

loud, this

Letokhov [21℄.

ould give rise to a diusive random laser, as predi ted by

Sin e his original photoni

bomb predi tion, great eorts have

been made to experimentally demonstrate this ee t in dierent kinds of systems
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28℄, as well as to understand the basi properties of random lasing
[29, 30, 31, 32℄. The broad interest of this topi
(see [33℄ and referen es therein) and by its
Anderson lo alization [34, 35℄.
usually based on

is driven by potential appli ations

onne tion to the fas inating subje t of

State-of-the-art random lasers [33, 36, 37, 38℄ are

ondensed matter systems, and feedba k is provided by a disordered

s attering medium, while gain is provided by an a tive material lying in the host
medium or inside the s atterers. In general, s attering and gain are related to dierent
physi al entities.
The pe uliarity of a random laser based on

old atoms would be that the same

mi ros opi elements (the atoms) would provide both ingredients (s attering and gain)
of random lasing. On the one hand, it leads to an easier hara terization and modelling
of the mi ros opi

properties of the system, whi h

an be extremely valuable for a

better understanding of the physi s of random lasers. Moreover, old atoms are  lean
and perfe tly

hara terized samples. In addition, relaxation of opti al

limited by radiative pro esses, whi h makes the transition to
su h as superuores en e [39, 40℄, more a
On the other hand, it is
their s attering

these

ondensed matter systems.

lear that pumping atoms to indu e gain redu es drasti ally

ross-se tion, due to the saturation ee t [1℄: atoms spend less time

in their ground state, in whi h they
reasonable

essible than in

oheren es is

ooperative emission,

an s atter light. It is thus not obvious at all that

onditions for random lasing

an be obtained in

old atoms.

Moreover,

onditions are expe ted to be dierent for ea h gain me hanism.

The purpose of this arti le is to present the status of our experimental and
theoreti al investigations on this issue.
on lasing with

old atoms,

demonstration of a

In the next se tion we present our work

with a standard

avity [20℄.

important step towards the building of a random laser.
experiment

an be

Experimentally,

this

old-atom-based laser with dierent gain me hanisms is a rst
More fundamentally, this

ompared to theory to validate or improve the modelling of su h
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gain media, in luding saturation ee t, laser dynami s or statisti s. We present a part
of this modelling in se tion 3. Ultimately, when studying the random laser properties,
it will be of rst importan e to be able to dis riminate whi h behaviour originates
from the parti ular used gain medium and me hanism and whi h one is spe i
feedba k me hanism (standard
referen e, to be

avity or s attering). The

to the

avity-laser thus serves as a

ompared with theory and with the (forth oming) random laser.

The se ond important step of this proje t, presented in se tion 4, is to quantify
the

onstraint of

ombining gain and s attering at the same time. This leads to the

evaluation of the random laser threshold [41, 42℄. The goal is rst to establish the
feasibility of a random laser with
to

old atoms, whi h was not obvious, and se ond

ompare the dierent gain me hanisms in order to experimentally

more appropriate one with the best pumping parameters.

hoose the

This is ne essary before

ondu ting further experimental eorts to a hieve the threshold. As the results are
promising, we draw some prospe ts for our future work in the last se tion.

2. Gain and lasing with old atoms: experimental investigation
In this se tion, we briey des ribe our experimental setup and then the dierent
gain me hanisms we have studied.

Mollow gain is the simplest as it involves only

one pumping eld and two-level atoms [43, 44℄. By using the more

omplex atomi

stru ture of rubidium atoms, we

an

degenerate ground states.

an produ e Raman gain [15, 16, 17℄.

atomi

non-linearity

This

reate two-photon transitions between two non-

an give rise to parametri

Finally, the

gain, for example with four-wave

mixing. We have demonstrated laser a tion with ea h of these me hanisms (gure 1)
[20℄. We mention also briey some other gain me hanisms that

ould be used.

Transverse modes of old-atom lasers. (a) Gaussian TEM00 mode,
obtained by inserting a small diaphragm in the avity. Typi al modes of: (b) the
Mollow laser, ( ) the Raman laser, and (d) the four-wave mixing laser respe tively.

Figure 1.

2.1. Experimental setup
Our experiment uses a

loud of

old

85

Rb atoms

onned in a vapour-loaded Magneto-

Opti al Trap (MOT) [4℄ produ ed by six large independent trapping beams, allowing
10
10
3
atoms at a density of 10
atoms/ m , orresponding
the trapping of up to 10
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b0 ∼ 10. A linear avity, formed by two mirrors
L = 0.8 m, is pla ed outside the va uum hamber. Ree tions
yields a low nesse F = 16. To add gain to our system, we

to an on-resonan e opti al thi kness
separated by a distan e
on the va uum

ell

use either one or two

ounter-propagating pump beams, denoted F (forward) and B

(ba kward), produ ed from the same laser with a waist

wpump = 2.6

mm, with linear

parallel polarizations and a total available power P = 80 mW, orresponding to a
2
2
maximum pump intensity I = 2P/(πwpump ) ≈ 750 mW/ m . The pump is tuned
′
85
near the F = 3 → F = 4 y ling transition of the D2 line of
Rb (frequen y ω0 ,

λ = 780 nm, natural linewidth Γ/2π = 6.1 MHz), with an
∆ = ωF,B − ω0 and has an in ident angle of about 20◦ with the

wavelength

adjustable

detuning

avity axis.

An additional beam P is used as a lo al os illator to monitor the laser spe trum or
as a weak probe to measure transmission or ree tion spe tra (gures 4(b) and 5(b))
◦
with a propagation axis making an angle with the avity axis smaller than 10 . Its
frequen y

ωP

an be swept around the pump frequen y with a detuning

Both lasers, pump and probe, are obtained by inje tion-lo king of a

δ = ωP −ωF,B .

ommon master

laser, whi h allows to resolve narrow spe tral features. In our experiments, we load a
MOT for 29 ms, and then swit h o the trapping beams and magneti

eld gradient

during 1 ms, when lasing or pump-probe spe tros opy are performed.
avoid opti al pumping into the dark hyperne

F =2

In order to

ground state, a repumping laser

is kept on all time.

2.2. Gain me hanisms
Contrary to most laser gain media,

old atoms do not present non-radiative, fast-

de aying transitions, preventing a standard 4-level s heme to produ e a population
inversion, as e.g. in many gas lasers. Nevertheless there are many dierent me hanisms
whi h allow an inversion between two dierent atomi

states.

These

an either be

dierent states in external degrees of freedom (momentum or vibrational levels in an
external potential) or internal degrees of freedom (dressed states [1℄ or dierent ground
states). We have used two me hanisms, whi h we

all respe tively Mollow and Raman

gain (des ribed in the two next subse tions), to indu e lasing with a
study the threshold of a random laser (se tion 4.3). The atomi
be used to obtain parametri

avity and to

nonlinearity

an also

gain and lasing (subse tion 2.2.3), as well as other, more

ompli ated, s hemes using quantum interferen es or the external degrees of freedom,
as briey mentioned in subse tion 2.2.4.

2.2.1. Mollow gain

an imagine in

old atoms

was des ribed by Mollow [43℄ and observed soon afterwards [44℄ with atomi

The most simple gain me hanism we

beams. It

involves a two-level atom driven by one strong pumping eld. The driving eld indu es
a population inversion in the dressed-state basis [1℄ (see gure 7(a)) and therefore a
weak probe beam

an then by amplied. The whole pro ess

an also be des ribed in

the bare-states basis by a three-photon transition from the ground state to the ex ited
state via two absorptions of pump photons as sket hed in gure 2(a).
The main ampli ation feature appears for a pump-probe detuning δ =
√
sign(∆) ∆2 + Ω2 , where Ω is the Rabi frequen y of the pump-atom oupling, related
2
2 2
2
to the pump intensity I by Ω = C Γ I/(2Isat ) (Isat = 1.6 mW/ m is the saturation
intensity and C is the averaged squared Clebs h-Gordan oe ient of the F = 3 →
F ′ = 4 transition) and has a typi al width on the order of Γ. Note that another,
dispersion-like feature appears around δ = 0, whi h is asso iated with two-photon
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(a) Prin iple of the Mollow gain depi ted as a three-photon transition
from the ground state to the ex ited state. It an also be viewed as a population
inversion in the dressed-state basis (gure 7(a)). (b) Transmission spe trum,
omputed for typi al experimental parameters b0 = 10, Ω = 2Γ and ∆ = Γ.
Figure 2.

spontaneous emission pro esses [45℄.
a mu h smaller amplitude.

This

Note that this

ontribution also indu es gain but with
an generate lasing without population

inversion [46, 47, 48℄.
In our experiment, we have measured single-pass gain as high as 50 %, whi h is
more than enough to indu e lasing even with a low-nesse
laser has an output intensity rea hing 35

µW

in pump intensity is in agreement with the
and the losses of the

avity.

avity [20℄. This Mollow

|∆| ∼ 2Γ.

Its threshold

orresponding measured single-pass gain

The laser polarization is linear, parallel to the pump

polarization, be ause this is the
driven atomi

a hieved for

onguration for whi h gain is maximum, as the

dipole is then parallel to the probe eld. We have also measured the

output power as a fun tion of the pump intensity, as reported in gure 3. We observe
a threshold and the maximum intensity is rea hed for a pump power about 5 times
larger than at the threshold. This behaviour is well des ribed by the theoreti al model

Laser power versus pump power. Points are experimental data
obtained after an average of 1000 experiments, the ontinuous line is the
theoreti al t (see se tion 3) with a single t parameter η ≃ 8 ( orresponding
to N ∼ 108 atoms in the avity mode) and all other parameters xed at their
experimental values, b0 = 11, ∆ = Γ, F = 16, L = 0.8 m, and avity waist
at the MOT lo ation w = 500 µm. The horizontal axis is normalized by the
threshold value of the squared Rabi frequen y Ω2thr ; the verti al axis is normalized
by the maximum value of the ele tromagneti eld intensity rea hed at about
(Ω/Ωthr )2 ∼ 5.
Figure 3.
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presented in se tion 3.
The Mollow laser works for pump detuning
in detuned farther away from the atomi

|∆| < 4Γ.

When the pump frequen y

resonan e, Raman gain be omes dominant,

and the system swit hes to another regime of laser, based on Raman gain.

2.2.2. Raman gain

Raman transitions refer in general to two-photons transitions

between two non-degenerate ground states, the intermediate energy level being in the
vi inity of the atomi

ex ited states. To obtain gain, a pumping eld

rst upward transition and a probe beam
downward transition. In our

an indu e the

an then be amplied at the frequen y of the

ase, Raman gain relies on the pump-indu ed population

inversion among the dierent light-shifted

mF

Zeeman sublevels of the

F = 3 hyperne
π-

level [15, 16℄, as depi ted in gure 4(a).

The opti al pumping indu ed by the

polarized pump laser leads to a symmetri

distribution of population with respe t to

the

mF = 0

sublevel of the ground state, with this sublevel being the most populated

and also the most shifted, due to a larger Clebs h-Gordan
a transmission spe trum, atoms are probed with a

oe ient [49℄. To re ord

π -polarized

∆mF = ±1 Raman
detuning δ , the population

(with perpendi ular

dire tion) probe beam, thus indu ing

transitions.

on the sign of the pump-probe

imbalan e indu es gain

or absorption. Ea h pair of neighboring sublevels
depending on the population inversion.

Depending

ontributes with a relative weight

In pra ti e however, the

ontributions of

dierent pairs are not resolved and only two stru tures (with opposite signs) are
visible, one

δ = δR .

orresponding to ampli ation for

Note that this situation

δ = −δR

and one to absorption for

orresponds to a red detuning for the pump (∆

and that the signs are inverted for blue-detuning (∆

> 0).

dierential light-shift (be ause of dierent Clebs h-Gordan
on the order of
to the elasti

Γ/10,

whereas

∆

is a few

Γ.

The width

s attering rate, also mu h smaller than

γ

As

δR

< 0)

omes from a

oe ients), it is usually

of the resonan es is related

Γ [16℄.

Far from the main atomi

absorption resonan e, the Raman resonan e is thus a narrow spe tral feature, as in
gure 4(b)
The laser obtained with Raman gain has an output polarization orthogonal to
the pump one ( ontrary to the Mollow laser) and less power (2

µW).

Moreover, the

Figure 4. (a) Prin iple of the Raman me hanism, depi ted here for a F =
1 → F ′ = 2 transition. (b) Experimental transmission spe tra, plotted as a
fun tion of the pump-probe detuning δ. Without pumping, spe trum (1) shows
only the atomi absorption. A pump beam of detuning ∆ = −3.8 Γ and intensity
13 mW/ m2 , orresponding to a Rabi frequen y Ω = 2.5 Γ, is added to obtain
spe trum (2), whi h then exhibits a Raman resonan e in the vi inity of δ = 0.

Moreover, the atomi absorption is shifted due to the pump-indu ed light shift
and the absorption is redu ed due to saturation.
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urve makes the Raman gain very sensible to any Doppler shift.

The radiation pressure from the pump beam makes thus the laser emission to stop
after only

∼ 20 µs.

On the other hand, the narrow spe trum of the laser

an be easily

hara terized by a beat-note experiment [20℄.

2.2.3. Parametri gain
beam.

The Mollow and Raman lasers only require one pump

By using a se ond pump beam, we

the two pumps of frequen ies
of frequen y

ωP

ωF

and

ωB

an indu e four wave mixing (FWM):

and one probe  or initial u tuation 

ωC ,

generate a fourth eld at frequen y

alled the

onjugate eld

[50, 51, 52℄. The frequen ies and wave-ve tors of all the elds are related by energy
and momentum
hoose a

onservations. If we want to obtain

onguration where the

gain

for the probe, we have to

onjugate frequen y equals the probe one:

ωC = ωP .

ωF + ωB = 2ωP .

From an

Then, the pump frequen ies have to fulll the
experimental point of view, the most simple

ondition

onguration

onsists of all frequen ies

to be the same (degenerate FWM). This is the experimental situation that we have
studied so far, and we did obtain lasing in

old atoms with this me hanism [20℄. Note

that this me hanism has been observed a long time ago with hot atoms [53, 54, 55℄.
Due to the phase mat hing

ondition, however, the gain is not in the forward

transmission of the probe beam, but in ba kward ree tion, provided that the two
pumps are

ounterpropagating. The

onjugate beam is a tually the phase- onjugate

of the probe beam. This property has a number of
First, it leads to a dierent threshold

to generate lasing, despite the mu h larger losses of the
This is due to

onsequen es for the laser [20℄.

ondition [54℄: a ree tivity of only 1 % is enough
avity (32 % for a round trip).

onstru tive interferen es between transmitted and ree ted waves, as

observed in double-pass experiments [56℄. Se ond, it leads to more
modes (gure 1(d)), be ause the phase

omplex transverse

onjugation me hanism allows any transverse

pattern to be stable through the resonator [57℄.
Finally, these properties lead to a mu h larger power than with Mollow and
Raman gain, as up to

300 µW

have been obtained. Moreover, this laser might nd

appli ation for other topi s like pattern formation [58, 59℄ or the produ tion of twin
beams for quantum opti s [60, 61℄ and even quantum imaging [62℄.

Note also that

the use of two pump beams allows a longer laser emission (gure 6(b)) be ause the
ee t of radiation pressure on the

loud is suppressed (other ee ts

an arise due to

the dipole for e, see [63℄).

Figure 5.

spe trum.

(a) Prin iple of four-wave mixing. (b) Typi al experimental ree tion
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Our previous study on the gain me hanisms that

of rubidium atoms
Other, more

an also be used to produ e Raman gain [64℄.
ompli ated, s hemes, involve quantum interferen e to indu e gain

without population inversion (whatever the basis) [48℄. This

Λ

an

old atoms is not exhaustive. For example, the two hyperne ground states

s heme [65℄ or a V s heme [66, 67℄.

In this last

between the pump and the gain frequen y

an be realized with a

onguration, a large detuning

an be rea hed by using the two D lines of

rubidium, whose separation is 15 nm. If used to produ e a random laser, this

an be

highly valuable to make the dete tion easier (see the dis ussion of se tion 5).
Another possibility is to use the atomi
kineti

external degrees of freedom, i.e., their

energy. Transitions between dierent velo ity

resonan es [68℄, and high gain
lead to a Colle tive atomi

lasses produ e re oil-indu ed

an be a hieved [69℄. These resonan es

an ultimately

re oil laser [70, 71℄, whi h has been demonstrated with

old atoms [19℄.
Finally, one

ould also

onsider higher-order photoni

pro esses, su h as two-

photon dressed-state lasers [72℄.

2.3. Laser dynami s
We have been interested so far only in steady-state properties. Our
laser

old-atom-based

ould also reveal interesting dynami al properties.

For example, we have observed that the Mollow laser swit hes on very qui kly,
whereas the FWM laser swit hes on very slowly (gure 6  noti e the
time s ales).

hange in the

The laser rise-times are related to the spe tral properties of the gain

Temporal evolution of the Mollow (a) and FWM lasers (b). The
pump beams are swit hed on at t = 0. Note the hange in the time s ales. The
Mollow laser swit hes on very fast (the initial de rease is due to opti al pumping
to the dark hyperne state), whereas the FWM laser needs more time. Inset of
(b): Power spe trum, with a logarithmi s ale, of the FWM laser measured by
a beating with a lo al os illator of frequen y ν0 . All data are the result of an
average of 1000 y les.
Figure 6.
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avity limit, where the de ay rate of the

avity

is not smaller than the spe tral width of the ampli ation. The measured orders of
magnitude (∼

0.2 µs

for the Mollow laser, more than

100 µs

for the FWM laser) are

onsistant with the inverse of the laser spe tral width (a few MHz for the Mollow

laser, a few kHz for the FWM laser).

Note that the spe tral width of the FWM

laser, measured by a beating with a lo al os illator (inset of gure 6(b)  note the
logarithmi

s ale), is substantially smaller than the width of the ree tivity spe trum

(gure 5(b)).
Clearly, further experimental and theoreti al studies would be needed to fully
understand the dynami al behaviour of these dierent lasers. However, a rst insight
is given in the next se tion.

3. Model of the Mollow laser
We present in this se tion a theoreti al analysis of our

old-atom laser based on Mollow

gain.

3.1. Formalism
We

N identi al
∆ and intensity

onsider an ensemble of

frequen y

ωL ,

are pla ed inside a
reation operators,

avity of eigenfrequen ies

energy of the ele tromagneti
in the bad

two-level atoms pumped by a strong eld of

hara terized by the Rabi frequen y Ω. They
ωm , and am , a†m are the annihilation and
orresponding to the mode m. The avity is partly open and the

detuning

eld

an es ape at a rate

2κ.

We re all that we are in

avity limit [73℄.

To des ribe the dynami s of the
ele tromagneti

oupled system of atoms and modes of the

eld, we use the master equation approa h [1, 73, 74℄. The density

matrix operator obeys

.

ρ = −i [H, ρ] + LA ρ + LF ρ ,
~=1
"

where we set

(1)

and the Hamiltonian is

#
M 
M
N
 X


X
1X
†
†
gjm σj am + h.c. +
δm a†m am .
−∆ · σ3j + Ω σj + σj +
H=
2 j=1
m
m=1
Here the rotating-wave approximation was used and the operators
are standard Pauli matri es, des ribing the populations (σ3j ) and the
of the
is

δm

j -th atom.
gjm are

and

σ3j , σj†

and

(2)

σj

oheren es (σj )

The detuning of the mode frequen y from the pump frequen y
the

oupling

onstants between atoms and

avity modes, whi h

m and to have the same absolute
gjm = g exp(iφj ). In the Hamiltonian
ele tromagneti eld in the avity (M

we assume to be independent of the mode index
value

g

for all atoms and random phases

φj :

of equation (2), only a part of modes of the

modes) are treated expli itly, whereas spontaneous emission into other modes is taken
into a

ount through the rst non-Hamiltonian term of the master equation (1):

N

LA ρ =


Γ X
2σj ρσj† − σj† σj ρ − ρσj† σj .
2 j=1

(3)
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The se ond non-Hamiltonian term in equation (1) des ribes
ele tromagneti

avity damping of the

modes:

LF ρ = κ

M
X

m=1


2am ρa†m − a†m am ρ − ρa†m am .

(4)

The physi al pro esses des ribed by the set of equations (14) be ome espe ially
lear in the dressed-state basis [1℄. The dressed states are eigenstates of the system

|1ij and |0ij of the
|+ij = (cos θ) |1ij + (sin θ) |0ij and |−ij = −(sin θ) |1ij +
√
′
′
′
tively, where Ω = Ω sin 2θ and ∆ = −Ω cos 2θ with Ω =
Ω2 + ∆2

atoms + pump eld.

j

two-level atom

In the dressed-state basis, the states

be ome

(cos θ) |0ij , respe

being the generalized Rabi frequen y (gure 7(a)). Equations (2) and (3)

an then be

transformed (equation (4) remains un hanged) and equation (1) leads to the following
semi- lassi al equations for quantum-me hani al expe tation values of operators

σ3j

and

am

σj ,

[73, 74℄:

.

σ 3j = − γ1 (σ3j − σ̄3j ) + Φ(σj , am ) ,
.
σ j = − (γ2 + iΩ′ ) σj + Ψ(σj , σ3j , am ) ,

(5)
(6)

.

am = − (κ + iδm ) am + Θ(σ3j , σj ) ,

(7)

2


σ̄3j = −2 cos 2θ/(1 + cos2 2θ), γ1 = (Γ/2) 1 + cos2 2θ , γ2 = (Γ/4) 2 + sin 2θ
and the expressions of fun tions Φ, Ψ, Θ are given in Appendix A. The equations
∗
∗
for σj and am are omplex onjugates of equations (6) and (7), respe tively. These
where



equations des ribe respe tively the evolution of the populations, the
the

avity eld. The rst term of ea h right-hand-side

asso iated with rates
frequen y

Ω).

A.1A.3 for the
number

w
b0

N

γ1 , γ2

and

omplete expressions), whi h

g ≃

avity. To take into a

loud and

ontain the atom-eld

oupling

g and the

avity mode. For a Gaussian avity mode with waist
p
3cΓ/L/k0 w, N ≃ (k0 w)2 b0 /12 where k0 = ω0 /c = 2π/λ,

is the opti al thi kness of the

parameter

as well as the driving by the pump eld (Rabi

oupled by their se ond r.h.s. terms (see equations

of atoms oupled to the

one obtains [75℄

of the

κ

The equations are

oheren es and

ontains the natural evolution

loud at resonan e without pump and

L

avity modes are dierent and not Gaussian, we will multiply

η

the length

ount the fa t that volumes and shapes of the atomi

N

by a free

that will be adjusted to t experimental results.

Equations (57)

an be solved numeri ally following the pro edure des ribed in

Appendix A.

3.2. Dynami s of the laser
The dynami s of the laser depends strongly on how the dierent time s ales asso iated
with the evolutions of populations,
the

oheren es and eld

lassi ation introdu ed in [76, 77℄,

an be

ompared. Following

lass A lasers are those in whi h population

and polarization de ay mu h faster than the eld so that the dynami s is governed by
the single eld equation (for example He-Ne, Ar+, Kr+, dye lasers),

lass B lasers are

those for whi h the population de ays slowly and two equations are ne essary (e.g.
ruby, Nd, CO2 lasers) and nally,

lass C lasers are those for whi h the three time

s ales are of the same order of magnitude. The last ones are known to exhibit

haoti

behaviour [76, 77℄.
For our

old atom sample, the relaxation rate of atomi

by opti al pro esses (no

ollision, e.g.).

As a

oheren es is only given

onsequen e, and with Mollow gain,
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Figure 7. (a) Coupling of the bare atomi states |0, ni, |1, ni (left) to the dressed
states |−, ni, |+, ni (right), where n stands for the number of pump photons. The
population inversion and the subsequent gain is sket hed on the dressed-state
representation. (b) Laser power versus pump power for a laser with a single
avity mode intera ting with atoms (M = 1). Values of parameters are hosen
as in the experiment, b0 = 11, ∆ = Γ, F = 16, L = 0.8 m, w = 500 µm, and
we have taken δm = 1.8Γ and η ≃ 15, orresponding to N = 2.3 × 108 . Regions
I, II and III orrespond to three dierent types of behaviour illustrated in gure
8. Regions III ( haoti behaviour) appear only when η is large enough. (e.g., no
haoti behaviour is observed for η = 8 as in gure 3).

the time s ales for the evolution of the populations and oheren es are both on the
Γ−1 (note that this is not the ase with Raman gain or FWM). The avity

order of

κ

damping rate
in a regime

F of the avity by κ = πc/2LF . With our
κ/2π ≃ 5.9 MHz, i.e., κ ∼ Γ and we are thus

is related to the nesse

experimental parameters, it gives
orresponding to

lass C lasers.

This is

onsistent with the behaviour

observed in our numeri al simulation, as des ribed in gures 7(b) and 8.

We show

the dependen e of the laser power on the pump power in gure 7(b) for the
when only a single mode (M
is present.

= 1)

The non-monotoni

omplex dynami

with a well-dened frequen y (detuning
hara ter of this dependen e is a

behaviour that we illustrate in gure 8.

ase of

δ = 1.8Γ)

ompanied by a

Three distin t dynami

regimes are possible, depending on the pump strength: the laser emits at a single
frequen y (I) or at several frequen ies at a time (II). In addition,
appears for
nesse

ertain

Ω

haoti

behaviour

(III). These results show that Mollow gain, asso iated to a low-

avity, is perfe tly suited for the study of

haoti

regimes in lasers, as already

predi ted in [73℄.
We did not observe this kind of dependen e of laser power as a fun tion of the
pump intensity in our experiment. This behaviour appears indeed only for some values
of atom number or detuning
needed.

δm

and a spe i

experimental implementation would be

To model the experimental results, we solved the

oupled laser equations

with a well-dened single mode of the eld (M = 1, detuning
2
the resulting laser intensity |a| over 200 equidistant δ between

supposed to a

δ1 = δ ) and average
−2Γ and 5Γ. This is

ount for the fa t that the exa t frequen y of the

avity mode is not

pre isely known in the experiment and u tuates shot to shot, as well as for averaging
over many

onse utive measurements (1000 in the experiment).

Using

η

as a free

parameter, we are then able to obtain a good t to experimental data (solid line in
gure 3). The obtained value of

η = 8 is in qualitative agreement with the observation
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Laser power versus time (left) and orresponding spe tra (right) for
the three dierent regimes of lasing: I  single-mode lasing, II  multi-mode lasing,
and III  haoti behaviour. The spe tra are al ulated in the stationary regime
Γt > 100. The parameters used in the al ulation are the same as in gure 7.
Figure 8.

of high-order transverse laser modes: the
overlap with the atom

loud

orresponding

avity modes have a larger

ompared to a gaussian TEM00 mode.
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4. Threshold of a random laser with old atoms
We now turn to the more spe i

question of realizing a

random

one of the gain me hanisms studied in the previous se tion.

laser based upon

As explained in the

introdu tion, gain is not the only ne essary ingredient for building a random laser, as
s attering should also be present to provide feedba k. In the previous laser experiment,
s attering was not

onsidered, and the optimum

onditions for the laser operation are

those whi h optimize the single-pass transmission though the

loud, whi h are very

probably not the one that optimize s attering. To establish the best
random lasing, we thus have to quantify more pre isely the
gain and s attering.

This

ondition is already

onditions for

onstraint of

ombining

ontained in the seminal Letokhov's

paper [21℄, and leads indeed to the evaluation of the random laser threshold.

4.1. Random laser threshold
Although dierent kinds of random lasers have been a hieved experimentally, several
points are still under debate.

Random lasers may be divided into two

ategories,

depending on the feedba k me hanism [37℄. In the regime of in oherent (or intensity)
transport, feedba k is provided by an in rease of the photon path lengths (or lifetime)
in the system. This regime has been observed experimentally in many systems, su h
as powdered laser

rystals [22℄, dye solutions

ontaining mi roparti les [23℄, solid-

states materials [38℄, or porous glass inltrated by a dye solution in liquid

rystal [26℄.

In a regime in whi h interferen e ee ts survive the random s attering pro ess, a
oherent (or eld) feedba k is expe ted, leading to a behaviour
pla e in

loser to that taking

onventional lasers. This behaviour is expe ted to be ome substantial

to the Anderson lo alization regime [34℄.
arried out, e.g., on zin

lose

Experiments in this dire tion have been

oxide powders [25, 37℄, and signatures of

oherent feedba k

on the random lasing me hanism have been dis ussed re ently [31, 32, 35℄. For a given
pra ti al realization of a random laser, dis riminating between a oherent or in oherent
feedba k me hanism is a
threshold

ompli ated task. For example, narrow emission peaks above

an be observed, even far from the lo alization threshold [37, 78℄.

existen e of su h peaks in experiments

The

an be attributed to exponential gain along

very long diusion paths [78℄, or to interferen es and

oherent feedba k in the weak

s attering limit [31℄. On the route towards a random laser with

old atoms, we rst

onsider a diusive random laser (with intensity feedba k). This approa h is motivated
by the fa t that experiments that should be

arried out in the near future are expe ted

to work in this regime. Another motivation is the identi ation of spe i
of the in oherent feedba k regime that
deviation from these signatures

signatures

ould guide the experimental observations. A

ould be a measure of the onset of a

oherent feedba k

me hanism.

4.2. Letokhov's threshold for old atoms
From Letokhov's diusive des ription of light transport in a homogeneous, disordered
and a tive medium of size
by two

hara teristi

linear gain length

L,

we know that the random laser threshold is governed

lengths: the elasti

ℓg (ℓg < 0

s attering mean free path

∗ ℓ
sc

orresponds to absorption or inelasti

[79℄ and the

s attering).

In

∗ We onsider only isotropi s attering so that the transport length equals the s attering mean free
path.
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L ≫ ℓsc , the
L2 /ℓsc ,

the diusive regime, dened as

unfolded path length, on the order of

lasing threshold is rea hed when the
be omes larger than the gain length.

More pre isely, the threshold is given by [21, 36℄

Leff > βπ

q

ℓsc ℓg /3 ,

(8)

β is a numeri al fa tor that depends on the geometry of the sample (β = 1 for a
β = 2 for a sphere, whi h is the ase we onsider in the following), and Leff = ηL

where
slab,

is the ee tive length of the sample, taking into a
For

L > ℓsc

ount the extrapolation length [79℄.

η = 1 + 2ξ/ [L/ℓsc + 2ξ] with ξ ≃ 0.71 [80, 81℄.
regime (L ≫ ℓsc ), η ∼ 1. Another important length

and a sphere geometry,

Note that deeply in the diusive

s ale is the extin tion length ℓex , as measured by the forward transmission of a beam
−L/ℓex
through the sample, T = e
. The extin tion length is related to the other lengths
−1
−1
−1
by ℓex = ℓsc − ℓg . Note that this reasoning may not be appropriate for ba kward
gain su h as produ ed by FWM.
For an atomi

vapour, these

hara teristi

lengths

an both be

omputed as a

α(ω) at frequen y ω . The extin tion ross-se tion
is indeed given by σex (ω) = k × Im[α(ω)] and the elasti s attering ross-se tion by
σsc (ω) = k 4 /6π × |α(ω)|2 [82℄ (k = ω/c is the wave ve tor). Note that the rst
fun tion of the atomi

polarizability

relation is general to any diele tri

medium whereas the se ond one is spe i to dipole
ℓ−1
ex,sc = ρ σex,sc , where ρ is the atomi
−1
density. The gain ross-se tion an be dened the same way by ℓg = ρ σg . The vapour

s atterers. The
is supposed at

hara teristi

lengths are then

onstant density and homogenously pumped, so that both

position-independent.

experiment, it allows us to perform analyti al estimations. As we
s atterers, we deal only with quasi-resonant light and we shall use
with

ω0

ρ

and

Even though this is not the pre ise geometry of a

α

are

old-atom

onsider resonant

k = k0 = ω0 /c

the atomi

eigenfrequen y. In the following, we shall also use a dimensionless
3
atomi polarizability α̃, dened as α = α̃ × 6π/k0 , and omit the dependen e on ω .

2
2
2
We an now rewrite σsc = σ0 |α̃| and σg = σ0 |α̃| − Im(α̃) , where σ0 = 6π/k0 is
the resonant s attering

threshold

where

b0

ross-se tion (for a

J =0→J =1

transition), su h that the

ondition, as expressed by equation (8), redu es to [41℄

2π
,
ρσ0 Leff = ηb0 > p
2
3|α̃| (|α̃|2 − Im(α̃))

is the on-resonan e opti al thi kness of the
2

soon as the medium exhibits gain, i.e.,

Im(α̃) < 0,

loud. This

|α̃| − Im(α̃) > 0.

(9)

ondition is valid as

Interestingly, the

orresponding to single-pass ampli ation (T

> 1),

ondition

is not a ne essary

ondition.
The threshold
whi h is an intrinsi

ondition is thus given by a
parameter of the

riti al on-resonan e opti al thi kness,

loud, expressed as a fun tion of the

omplex

atomi

polarizability only, whi h depends on the pumping parameters. Although the

initial

ondition of equation (8) involves two

hara teristi

lengths, we emphasize here

that this is really one single independent parameter, as real and imaginary parts of
the atomi

polarizability are related via Kramers-Kronig relations [83℄.

is due to the originality of the system that we are

This point

onsidering, in whi h the same

atoms are used to amplify and s atter light. This property

an be fruitfully used to

experimentally determine the threshold, as only one single measurement
enough information. A weak probe transmission spe trum, whi h we

an provide

an rewrite with
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our notations,

T (ω) = e−b0 Im[α̃(ω)] ,
allows indeed the full

hara terization of

(10)

α̃(ω).

4.3. Appli ation to Mollow and Raman gain
We now apply the previous results to Mollow gain and to Raman gain. For the rst
one we use the ab initio knowledge of the polarizability of a strongly pumped two-level
atoms. For the se ond one, we use experimental transmission spe tra
the atomi

T (ω) to

extra t

polarizability via equation (10) and Kramers-Kronig relations.

With Mollow gain, the polarizability is exa tly and analyti ally known [43℄,
assuming a weak probe eld, whi h is a good hypothesis for

al ulating the threshold

of the random laser:

1 + 4∆2
1
2 1 + 4∆2 + 2Ω2
(δ + i)(δ − ∆ + i/2) − Ω2 δ/(2∆ − i)
×
,
(δ + i)(δ − ∆ + i/2)(δ + ∆ + i/2) − Ω2 (δ + i/2)

α̃(δ, ∆, Ω) = −

where

∆, δ

Ω

and

are in unit of

Γ.

For ea h pair of pumping parameters
into the threshold
opti al thi kness
of

b0

and the

{∆, Ω},

ondition (9) allows the

b0

the use of the polarizability (11)

al ulation of the

as a fun tion of the pump-probe detuning

orresponding

δ

determine the opti al thi kness

over ome to allow lasing, and the frequen y

δRL

∆.

riti al on-resonan e

δ.

Then, the minimum

b0cr

that the

loud must

of the random laser at threshold. The

result is presented in gure 9(a) for a spheri al geometry (β
is independent of the sign of

(11)

= 2).

The result for

b0cr

The minimum opti al thi kness that allows lasing is

b0cr ≈ 200 and is obtained for a large range of parameters, approximately
Ω ≈ 3∆. The optimum laser-pump
√ detuning is near the gain line of
transmission spe trum, i.e., δRL ∼ sign(∆) ∆2 + Ω2 , with however a small shift

found to be

along the line
the

ompared to the maximum gain

ondition due to the additional

onstraint of

ombined

gain and s attering.
With Raman gain,
polarizability.

we do not have a simple analyti al expression of the

Nevertheless, we

spe trum (equation (10)).

an measure its imaginary part by a transmission

A t of the result, followed by its transformation by

Kramers-Kronig relations [83℄, allows us to re over the full

omplex polarizability

and to use equation (9) [42℄. Note that this method is general and

ould be applied to

any gain me hanism. However, Raman gain is perfe tly suited for this analysis as we
an t the

orresponding transmission prole by two inverted Lorentzian lines (see the

Raman stru ture on gure 4(b), near
Kronig relations is analyti

δ = 0), the transformation of whi

h via Kramers-

and well-known (it gives a standard dispersion prole). As

the two Lorentzians are not well separated (for most parameters, δR < γ ), it leads for
2
the s attering ross-se tion (∝ |α̃| ) to a bell-shaped urve entered near δ ∼ 0 [42℄.
Note that besides

reating gain, the Raman transition

adds

some s attering.

As for Mollow gain, we have varied the pump parameters

{∆, Ω} and for ea

we have re orded a transmission spe trum and dedu ed the
laser threshold.

We report the result on gure 9(b).

The

h pair,

orresponding random
al ulation

ontains

orre tions due to the pe uliar polarization used in the experiment but deals only
with the Raman resonan e. It takes into a

ount neither the main atomi

absorption
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Threshold of random lasing based on Mollow gain (left) and Raman
gain (right) for ea h pair of pumping parameters ∆ (detuning) and Ω (Rabi
frequen y). We use the theoreti al knowledge of the atomi polarizability (11)
for Mollow gain whereas the predi tion for Raman gain is based on experimental
spe tra (see text). In both ases, we obtain a minimum opti al thi kness of about
200.
Figure 9.

line at

ω0

(whi h adds elasti

Doing so, the two
as the

s attering), nor the losses due to inelasti

orre tions almost

s attering.

ompensate ea h other, and leads to

orre t order of magnitude, obtained for

Ω=∆∼3−4 Γ

[42℄.

b0cr ∼ 200

These results are very promising. Indeed, by using well-established te hniques to
ompress magneto-opti al traps (see, e.g., [84, 85℄), a hieving an opti al thi kness of
200 should not be too di ult.

4.4. Beyond the diusive model
The

al ulation of the lasing threshold based on Lethokov's approa h leads, for the
L/ℓsc = b0cr |α̃|2 ∼ 0.5 for Mollow gain and

optimum pumping parameters, to ratio

L/ℓsc ∼ 2

for Raman gain.

Be ause these values are not

onsistent

a priori

with

the domain of validity of the diusion approximation [86℄, a more rened transport
model is needed in order to

he k the relevan e of the approa h. A model for random

lasers with in oherent feedba k, going beyond the diusion model, was introdu ed by
Noginov

et al.

[87℄, based on a phenomenologi al one-dimensional modelling of light

transport. In this work, we use a more advan ed three-dimensional model based on
the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE), that was introdu ed as a tool to predi t the
threshold of  lassi al random lasers [88℄, and that we extended re ently to des ribe
a

old-atom random laser with Mollow gain [41℄.
The RTE is a Boltzmann-type transport equation [89℄, that has a wider range

L/ℓsc than the
Iω (r, u, t), whi h

of validity with respe t to the ratio

diusion equation [90℄. The basi

quantity is the spe i

des ribes the number of photons

at frequen y

ω,

intensity

at point

r,

propagating along dire tion

ompare the diusive and RTE predi tions, we will
the

z

axis normal to the slab surfa es.

normal in iden e, and for isotropi

In the

u

at time

t.

In order to

onsider a slab geometry, with

ase of plane-wave illumination at

s atterers, the spe i

intensity only depends on
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and the angular variable

propagation dire tion

and the

u

z -axis.

µ = cos θ,

with

θ

the angle between the

In a system exhibiting gain and (isotropi )

s attering, the RTE reads:

∂Iω
1 ∂Iω
−1
−1
(z, µ, t) + µ
(z, µ, t) = (ℓ−1
g − ℓsc ) Iω (z, µ, t) + (2 ℓsc )
c ∂t
∂z
where

c

Z

+1

Iω (z, µ′ , t) dµ′

−1
(12)

is the energy velo ity in the medium.

A feature of the RTE is that a modal expansion is available, whose asymptoti
behaviour at large length and time s ales leads to the modal expansion of the diusion
equation [80℄. Therefore, under the

onditions of uniform (in spa e) and

onstant (in

time) gain, it is possible to build a modal theory of random lasers with in oherent
feedba k based on the RTE, that generalizes Lethokov's approa h beyond the diusive
regime [88℄.

We fo us on the slab geometry (β

the RTE is well known in this

= 1)

sin e the modal expansion of

ase [80℄ (to our knowledge, no simple expansion is

available for a sphere in the RTE approa h). The modal approa h

onsists in looking

I(z, µ, t) = Iκ,s (µ) exp(iκz) exp(st), where I(z, µ, t) is the
spe i intensity and the dependen e on ω has been omitted for simpli ity. κ an be
hosen as a real parameter, and s an take omplex values. For a given real κ, s(κ) and
Iκ,s form a set of eigenvalues and eigenfun tions of the RTE. For isotropi s attering,

for solutions of the form

eigenvalues and eigenfun tions

an be obtained analyti ally [80℄. In a passive medium,

orresponding to the mode with the longest lifetime reads♯:

the eigenvalue

 −1

π
.
s0 (κ)/c = ℓ−1
g − ℓsc − κ/ tan(κ ℓsc ) , for κ ℓsc <
2

(13)

In the presen e of gain, the lasing threshold is rea hed when this modes starts to
display an exponential ampli ation in time. Determining the threshold parameters
amounts to
eigenvalue

L,

al ulating the gain length and s attering mean free path generating an

s0 (κ) > 0.

s0 (κ) = 0. For a slab
κ = π/Leff = π/(L + 2ξℓsc ). In pra
long as ξ = 0.71 an be taken as a

Exa tly at threshold, one has

the dominant mode

determination of
(independent on

orresponds to

κ is meaningful as
L). Although not shown

ti e, the
onstant

for brevity, we have veried with a full

numeri al solution of the RTE that this is the
sets a limit of a

of width

ase as soon as

L > ℓsc .

This

ondition

ura y of the modal approa h.

It is well known that the diusion approximation is asymptoti ally rea hed from
the RTE in the limit of long time and large length s ales. Indeed, in the limit
a rst-order expansion of equation (13) yields

(DA)

s0

κℓsc ≪ 1,

2
(κ)/c = ℓ−1
g − κ ℓsc /3,

(14)

whi h is the dispersion relation of the modes of the diusion equation (DA) [80, 91℄.
(DA)
(κ = π/Leff ) = 0 orresponds exa tly to the
ondition s0
result obtained with Letokhov's approa h, with β = 1. A areful look at equations (13)
The asso iated threshold

and (14) shows that the predi tions of the RTE and diusion approximation should
not be substantially dierent.

Firstly, we note that the gain

ontribution to

s0 (κ)

is the same in both models (the rst term is the same in equations (13) and (14)).
Se ondly, the s attering

♯ Note that a misprint o
given here.

ontribution (the se ond term in the equations) is larger in

urred in the published version of [41℄ and that the orre t expression is
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Figure 10. Continuous line: Emitted random laser power normalized to the
pump uores en e power, as a fun tion of the pump intensity. Dashed line:
Normalized laser detuning δRL . The random medium is a spheri al loud of
two level atoms with an on-resonan e opti al-thi kness b0 = 600.

the RTE model, but by a fa tor that remains smaller than
This means that the

least for the slab geometry.

Numeri ally, it

at most a few per ents [41℄. We
approximation gives a
a

1.13

(when

an

orresponds to an in rease of

L/ℓsc ∼ 2

urate results, even in the regime

(instead of

our predi tion shows that in a

η b0cr

of

on lude that the model based on the diusion

L ∼ ℓsc .

Also note that the

ura y should be better with Raman gain, for whi h the optimum

rea hed for

L ∼ ℓsc ).

orre tion introdu ed by the RTE remains relatively small, at

L/ℓsc ∼ 0.5 for

onditions are

Mollow gain). Finally, we stress that

old-atom system, random lasing

ould be a hieved

even in a regime of low s attering. This is a feature of a system exhibiting a high level
of gain, in whi h the threshold
a

an be rea hed even with a low-quality feedba k (i.e.,

avity with a poor quality fa tor).

4.5. Emitted intensity above threshold
In this se tion we fo us on the

hara terization of the Mollow random laser above

threshold. The threshold of a random laser with Mollow gain
the lasing

an be predi ted using

ondition (9) together with the polarizability given by equation (11). This

polarizability is obtained in the weak probe limit [43℄. When the lasing threshold is
surpassed, Letokhov's theory leads to an exponential growth of the laser intensity
versus time, and hen e steady state

annot be rea hed.

In order to avoid this

unphysi al ee t, as already pointed in [21℄, saturation ee ts must be in luded in
the des ription of the atomi

polarizability at both pump and probe frequen ies.

To do so, opti al Blo h equations in the strong probe regime
solved in order to obtain the atomi

an be numeri ally

polarizability.

In this
ase the atomi
(in)
polarizability depends on the lasing intensity in the medium IRL through its asso iated
(in)
2
Rabi frequen y |ΩRL | ∝ IRL . Hen e, α̃ = α̃(δ, ∆, Ω, ΩRL ) (all frequen ies will be in
unit of Γ in the following equations). The steady-state value of the random laser
Rabi frequen y is

onsidered as the value at whi h losses exa tly ompensate gain.
(out)
In this situation, the output power of the random laser PRL
equals the generated

(out)
2
∝ σg |ΩRL | , with σg = σ0 |α̃|2 − Im(α̃)
power in the lasing medium, i.e., PRL
the gain ross-se tion. On the other hand, the pump-indu ed uores en e power is
PFluo ∝ σ0 |Ω|2 /(1 + 4∆2 + 2|Ω|2 ).

Hen e, in this regime the ratio of the lasing power to the uores en e power
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an be estimated. This ratio is an important step towards the

hara terization of the random laser, as it allows to quantify the amount

of laser signal that

an be extra ted from the uores en e ba kground.

From the

previous results we get

As

(out)


|ΩRL |2
PRL
=
|α̃|2 − Im(α̃) 1 + 4∆2 + 2|Ω|2 .
2
PFluo
|Ω|

(15)

an be seen in gure 10, the ratio of lasing power to uores en e ba kground

is on the order of 5% for a pump detuning
One interesting

hara teristi

∆ = 1,

of this random laser

leading to a measurable signal.

on erns the laser frequen y at its

maximum emission power. As shown in gure 10, this maximum emission frequen y
shifts as the pump intensity in reases. This ee t is due to the shift in the Mollow
gain as the pumping power

hanges.

4.6. Limitations of the model
Of

ourse these

rude estimations negle t dierent ee ts. We assume homogeneous

pump intensity a ross the whole system [87℄. We are

onsidering one pump frequen y

and one lasing frequen y, negle ting thus ee ts resulting from mode
and inelasti

s attering of laser light [92℄ among others.

ompetition [32℄

Despite negle ting those

ee ts, these estimations seem to be reasonable at least in re overing the orders of
magnitude of the lasing threshold and power.
The inhomogeneities in the atomi
in the gain distributions

a full numeri al treatment of
light intensities.

loud density, in the pump intensity and

ould be in orporated in the RTE model, at the

ost of

oupled equations for the pump beam and emitted

Su h an approa h has been developed previously in the

ase of a

 lassi al random laser, i.e., with gain and s attering as separate entities [88℄. Another
improvement would be to deal with a spheri al geometry, that is
onditions.

loser to the real

Finally, in luding the Raman gain me hanism into the RTE approa h,

using experimental data as input parameters, would be of great interest in view of
experiments sin e the threshold

onditions seem easier to rea h than with Mollow

gain, in view of our rst estimates.

5. Outlook and on lusion
We have presented in this paper our re ent investigations on the issue of a hieving a
diusive random laser in a

loud of

old atoms. We have espe ially studied dierent

gain me hanisms in a situation of standard laser, and we have quantied the random
laser threshold for two of them.
atoms

is possible.

These evaluations show that random laser in

old

This is undoubtly our main result. Moreover, we point out that

the pe uliarity of our system would lead to a random laser with a low amount of
s attering, that is, low feedba k. This regime is similar to that en ountered in
semi ondu tor lasers with a very poor

ertain

avity, and is dierent from the working regime

of random lasers realized to date.
Moreover, from our experien e, we
about the

an now draw some preliminary

omparison of the dierent gain me hanisms.

riteria leads to similar

on lusions

Appli ation of Letokhov's

riti al opti al thi kness for Mollow gain and Raman gain.

Nevertheless, the optimum for Mollow gain is obtained outside the range of validity
of our transport model whereas the amount of s attering is larger with Raman gain.
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Moreover, polarization is better taken into a

ount in our predi tion for Raman gain.

Finally, the optimum pumping parameters are su h that pump penetration through
the

loud will be higher with Raman gain, sin e detuning and power are larger. For

all these reasons, Raman gain seems more appropriate to a hieve random lasing.
However, a hieving random lasing is not enough, as we need also to

dete t

the

random laser emission. In our system, gain is almost at the same wavelength than the
pump (and thus its uores en e), and this makes the dete tion

hallenging. In this

respe t, Raman gain is worse than Mollow gain, as the very small detuning

δR

between

the pump and the gain frequen y prevent the use of a Fabry-Perot interferometer to
distinguish between the laser emission and the pump-indu ed uores en e. This

ould

be done more easily with Mollow gain (see, e.g., [93℄). Moreover, from our preliminary
evaluations of the intensity of the random laser emission with Mollow gain (se tion
4.5), we know that the random laser emission should not be too small to be dete ted.
For Raman gain we

an imagine other ways to extra t the opti al spe trum of the

emitted light, by looking at the intensity

orrelations of the uores en e, measured

by a heterodyne te hnique [94℄ or a homodyne te hnique [95℄ or a

orrelator [96℄.

Nevertheless these te hniques do not enable to lter the random laser light,
to the use of a Fabry-Perot

avity. Filtering the random laser light

to study the random laser properties, for example the intensity temporal
Note that this kind of experiments

ontrary

ould be very useful
orrelations.

ould be interesting also below the random laser

threshold [97, 98℄.
The third gain me hanism that we have studied is four-wave mixing, whi h has
lead to a very e ient
far, that is

degenerate

avity-laser. Nevertheless, the

onguration we have used so

FWM, is not appropriate at all for the random laser problem,

as the pump uores en e and the random laser emission would be exa tly at the
same frequen y. However, another

onguration of parametri

gain is possible, that is

ωF and ωB are used for the
ω = (ωF + ωF ) /2. Then, it

non-degenerate FWM, for whi h two dierent frequen ies
two pump elds, and ampli ation o
should be possible to

urs at frequen y

hoose a large enough detuning to fa ilitate the dete tion, and

to adjust the gain frequen y

lose to the atomi

frequen y

Preliminary numeri al simulations indi ate that this
and its experimental test

ω0

to enhan e s attering.

onguration is promising [99℄,

onstitutes our next work.

Finally, we may also use some additional degrees of freedom that atoms oer. For
example,

old atomi

presen e of a magneti

louds have been shown to exhibit large Faraday rotations in
eld [100℄. This Faraday ee t may

random laser [101℄. Moreover, magneti
pattern [102℄ and the
These ee ts

elds

an

hange the threshold of the

hange also the atomi

radiation

oheren e length of the light transport inside the sample [103℄.

ould thus be used to engineer the multiple s attering properties of atoms

and therefore to a hieve a better

ontrol on the random laser based on

old atoms.
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Appendix A. Laser dynami s equations
We give here the expressions of the fun tions
terms in the laser dynami s

Φ(σj , am ) = 2iλ1

M
X

m=1

+ 2iλ2

M
X

m=1

and

Θ

that des ribe the

oupling

M
X

m=1

exp[−iφj ]σj a∗m − exp[iφj ]σj∗ am



(A.1)



exp[−iφj ]σj∗ a∗m − exp[iφj ]σj am + 2γ3 σj + σj∗ ,

Ψ(σj , σ3j , am ) = −i
− 2iλ0

Φ, Ψ

oupled equations (57) [73, 74℄:

M
X

(exp[iφj ]λ1 σ3j am + exp[−iφj ]λ2 σ3j a∗m ) (A.2)

m=1

(exp[−iφj ]σj a∗m + exp[iφj ]σj am ) + γ0 + γ3 σ3j − γ4 σj∗ ,

Θ(σ3j , σj ) = −i

N
X
j=1


exp[−iφj ] λ1 σj − λ2 σj∗ + λ0 σ3j ,

(A.3)

γ0 = (Γ/2) sin 2θ, γ3 = (Γ/4) sin 2θ cos 2θ, γ4 = (Γ/4) sin2 2θ, λ0 = (g/4) sin 2θ,
λ1 = (g/4) (1 + cos 2θ) and λ2 = (g/4) (1 − cos 2θ).

where

The pro edure to numeri ally solve the equations (57) follows the method

a family of n-photon polarizations Sn =
exp[−inφ
j ]σ3j . Equations (5,6) ast then into an
j
innite set of hierar hi al equations for Sn and S3n . In this paper, we trun ate this
set of equations at |n| = 5, whi h, in the ase of M = 1, leaves us with a total of
presented

P

in

[73℄.

j exp[−inφj ]σj

35 equations and

We

and

introdu e

S3n =

P

orresponds to the generalized ee tive theory GET35, if we use

terminology of [73℄. The hierar hi al equations for ma ros opi

S3n ,

supplemented with equations for amplitudes of modes

am

polarizations

Sn

and

of the ele tromagneti

eld, are then solved numeri ally.
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